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Introduction:  
 

Following the period of democratic transition in Spain and the new 1978 

Constitution, 17 Autonomous Communities (ACs) were formed, with significant 

differences among them. Firstly, they can be divided between the richer ACs (the 

north-east part of the country and the Community of Madrid) and the poorer 

(south-west, including the Canary Islands). The information for per capita GDP in 

2010 (preliminary data) shows that the leading AC was the Basque Country: 

31,314€ (135.8% of the average), followed by Navarre: 29,982€ (130%); Madrid: 

29,963 (129.9%) and Catalonia: 27,053 (117.3%); the poorest AC was 

Extremadura: 16,828 (73%).  

 

On the other hand, there exist three ACs with important differences in 

terms of culture, language and an intrinsic feeling of regional identity: Catalonia, 

the Basque Country and Galicia. Among these, Catalonia is probably the most 

consolidated territory due to its history, its widespread language and its 

developments in the diverse fields of culture (literature, music, painting, etc.). 

 

Nowadays there are two different systems for financing the public services 

of the ACs: The Special Financial Regimes, which stem from a constitutional article 

where the old “foral historic rights” were recognized and which are applied in the 

Basque Country and Navarre (see the map), and the Common Regime applied to 

the remaining ACs.2 There are very important differences between the two 

regimes, which I shall try to explain. 

 

The distribution of powers expressed in Arts. 148 and 149 of the Spanish 

Constitution was applied in a brief time period, with some problems and different 

                                                        
1 <jesus.ruizhuerta@urjc.es> 
2 In fact, there is another special regime, affecting the Canary Islands, mainly justified by their 
geographical situation (in the north of the African Continent), far from the Spanish mainland. 
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rhythms among Communities. In the 1980s some Communities achieved the 

highest level of expenditure powers (Catalonia, the Basque Country, Galicia, 

Valencia, Navarre, Andalusia and the Canary Islands). The remaining ACs 

completed their competences in 1992 and 2001 (especially with regard to health 

care services). 

Graph 1: The Autonomous Communities in Spain. 

 

2. Key elements for understanding the present situation: 

 

The new Spanish Constitution, following the Civil War (1936-1939) and the 

transition to democracy, was approved in 1978. The Basque Nationalist Party 

(PNV) refused to accept the new Constitution unless it explicitly recognized the 

“historical rights of the Basque People”. This recognition was therefore included in 

the First Additional Provision of the new Constitution (“The Constitution supports 

and respects the historical rights of the “foral” territories. The general updating of 

said foral system will be undertaken, where applicable, within the framework of 

the Constitution and of the Statutes of Autonomy.”) 
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The “State of Autonomies” has remained in force for 35 years, from 1978 

until today. After the Basque Country and Catalonia approved their Statutes (the 

two ACS, with Galicia, which approved previous Statutes in 1936, during the 

Republican period in Spain, just before the Civil War or during it), the remaining 

regions followed the same path after 1979, with new Statutes, as the the principal 

(constitutional) law of each region. 

 

As mentioned earlier, two different (Common and Special) financial systems 

were established in 1980. Although there has been some criticism and questioning 

of such differences, there were no serious problems or difficulties with respect to 

the functioning of the decentralized state, at least until the year 2000. Since then, 

Catalonia has demanded a new and better financing system, closer to the Basque 

regime and has insisted that there exists a huge fiscal imbalance between it and the 

Spanish state. 

 

More recently, following the approval of the new Catalan Statute in both 

Parliaments (Catalan and Spanish) and in a regional referendum, the 

Constitutional Court decided that some articles of the law were non-constitutional 

and had to be modified. The ruling was not excessively onerous for the Statute. The 

majority of articles were approved, but others (like that related to the Catalan 

language and others with an intense symbolic impact) were declared to be 

unconstitutional. This was the “spark which ignited the wick” of the demand for 

independence. 

 

September 11 is the National Holiday of Catalonia, the Anniversary of the 

Fall of Barcelona in 1714 during the War of Succession between Carlists and 

Borbons, which was won by Philip V. As a consequence, Catalonia lost its own civil 

laws and its institutions of self-governance.  

 

In the huge demonstration on the National Holiday of 2012 people 

demanded independence for Catalonia. Some weeks later, President Mas requested 

in Madrid a new Fiscal Pact (a new Agreement, like the Basque one); the Spanish 

Government did not accept this proposal and President Mas then decided to call an 
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early general election, probably in an attempt to exploit the wave of nationalism 

and clarify the political scenario of Catalonia. 

 

The nationalist parties (CiU and ERC) won the November election, but with 

a serious loss of seats for CiU (from a previous 62 to 50), and as, promised, they 

proposed to try to organise a referendum on independence for Catalonia.3 

 

On 27 September 2012 there was also a declaration by the Parliament of 

Catalonia, in the following terms: “The Parliament of Catalonia confirms the need 

for the people of Catalonia to be able to determine its collective future in a free and 

democratic way, and urges the Government to make a consultation as a priority in 

the next term of office, following the elections of 25 November”.  

 

In January 2013, the new Parliament approved, with 85 votes, a Statement 

of Sovereignty4. Today, a transitional commission has been created to study the 

present situation and ways to organize the referendum and the independence 

process. 

 
 
3.  Principal characteristics of Catalonia 
 
 

Catalonia, 5 like the Basque Country, is one of the richest territories in Spain; 

it has a long industrial history and has, for many years, economically stimulated 

other parts of the Spanish state. At the same time, considerable immigration took 

place during the process of development (1950s and 1960s), as in other periods of 
                                                        
3The electoral results were: CiU: 50 deputies (62); ERC: 21 (10); PSC: 20 (28); PP: 19 (18); ICV-
EuiA: 13 (10); Cs: 9 (3); CUP: 3). CiU: Convergence and Union (moderate right wing); ERC: Catalan 
Republican Left; PSC: Catalan Socialist Party; ICV-EUIA: Green Party and United Left (former 
communists); Iniciativa per Catalunya els Verds-Esquerra Unida i Alternativa; PPC: Catalan Popular 
Party; CUP: Popular Unity Candidacy; Cs: Citatans per Catalunya: Citizens for Catalonia) 
 

4The content of such declaration can be seen in:  

http://www10.gencat.cat/gencat/binaris/declaration_of_sovereignty_tcm34-239795.pdf 

5The roots of Catalonia date from at least the “Spanish Mark” of the Charlemagne Reconquest  (IX 
and X centuries). The origin of Catalan, a romance language that comes from Latin, is to be found in 
the VII and VIII centuries, and a certain consolidation in approximately the X century. (See, 
Coromines, 1951) 
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exchange (close relationships with other Spanish regions -Andalusia, Extremadura, 

the two Castiles- for a long period of time, in terms of people, economics and 

politics in both directions.)  

 

Catalonia has a total population of 7.5 million, a per capita GDP of 109 

among European countries (100 being the average), and a volume of exports 

equivalent to 52% of GDP.  In terms of history and culture, the region lost its own 

institutions and laws after the 1714 defeat by Philip V. In 2014, Catalonia will 

celebrate its 300th anniversary of the defeat. During the Civil War (1936-1939), 

Catalonia supported the Republican Government against Franco’s army and 

attempted to implement its first Statute. Like the Basque Country, Catalonia was 

severely penalized by the victorious side. The dictatorial Franco period meant 

great difficulties for the Catalan language and culture. As I have said, Catalan 

culture means, among other things, rich literary, musical and other artistic 

productions. Nevertheless the Catalan language has coexisted together with 

Castilian over time, with many good Catalan authors writing in Castilian. 

 

Well-established and determined nationalist parties, never happy with the 

performance of the Statute of Autonomy, tried to underline Catalan “singularities” 

(ethnicity, language, culture), its differences with other territories and the 

difficulties in being understood by the central governments of Spain. In any case, 

the principal nationalist party (CiU), which used to lose General Spanish elections 

(won by the Socialist Party in Catalonia), has played an important role in 

supporting central governments, those of both the Popular Party (PP) and the 

Socialist Party (PSOE), and only proposed a programme for independence in the 

most recent regional elections (November 2012). 

 

The economic problems with the central government have focused on the 

allegedly scanty resources obtained from the general system, the differences in 

treatment with the Basque Country and the process of reform of the Statute of 

Autonomy. Catalonian governments have argued that the fiscal deficit of the region 

was excessively large, the crisis has especially affected the Catalonian economy 
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and there was comparative grievance in comparison to “foral” regions (the Basque 

Country and Navarre).  

 

Finally, citizens have been clearly frustrated with the new Statute of 

Autonomy and especially with the sentence of the Supreme Court, which has been 

felt as a new aggravation by Spain to the detriment of Catalonia. 

 
4.  The Economic Crisis in Spain 

 
The increasing demand for independence in Catalonia is linked, in my view, 

to the present economic recession in Spain. Spanish GDP has fallen drastically 

since 2007: There were negative rates in 2008, 2009, 2012 and modest increases 

in 2010 and 2011; a labour market with serious problems (a dramatic increase in 

unemployment among the total active population, as well as among young people 

and the long-term unemployed); growing indebtedness, both private and public; 

the shrinking of the construction sector, and; serious difficulties for the financial 

system.  

 

As we can see in Graph 2, Spain has been experiencing a period of recession almost 

continuously between 2008 and 2013; it is one of the countries in Europe with the 

worst economic results in recent years. 
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Graph 2: Gross domestic product at market prices (1996-2011) 

(% change)   

 

Data source: (Eurostat, 2013) 

 

With regard to regional data (Graph 3), there were not very different results 

between the Basque Country, Catalonia and the remaining territories, at least until 

the year 2009.  
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Graph.3: Real Growth Rate of Regional Gross Value Added (GVA) at Basic 

Prices by NUTS 2 

 

Data source: Eurostat (2013) 

 

Since the beginning of the crisis, there have been serious problems in terms 

of unemployment; intensive changes in public accounts (a huge deficit, increasing 

debt and negative forecasts for all indicators). If this poor economic performance 

is aggravated by the lack of prospects, and the problems of corruption in several of 

the country’s institutions (political parties, including regional parties, the 

monarchy, the government or employers’ associations), it is easy to understand 

why the state of depression amongst citizens has increased drastically, and 

continuous demonstrations appear to be the beginning of a period of intense social 

instability. 

 

After a long period of economic expansion, with better results than other EU 

members, the crisis has been much more intense and, with some differences 

among territories, has affected the whole country. Currently, economic 

performance is clearly below the EU average. Previously intense economic activity 

fell in 2008 and 2009. Information for recent years is similar. There are no large 

differences among Spain, Catalonia and the Basque Country in terms of the growth 

rate. 
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There has been a huge increase in unemployment in Spain. Only Greece had 

a similar rate in 2012. There is a lack of job prospects for most young people (who 

suffer a 50% unemployment rate). With regard to unemployment Catalonia has 

evolved in a similar way to Spain. By contrast, the Basque Country appears to 

behave like the EU average, with a performance clearly better than the rest of the 

country. This differential behaviour is repeated when long-term unemployment is 

measured. On the other side, there were a huge external imbalance and, especially 

during the first years of the crisis, an inflation rate higher that European average. 

 

Graph 4: Unemployment rate, annual average (%) 

 

Data source: Eurostat 2013. 
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Graph 5: Regional unemployment rates  

 

 

Data source: Eurostat 2013 

 

With regard to the deficit, performance from 2000 to 2007 was good, 

including some general government surpluses. Then, following the onset of the 

crisis, there was a steep fall, reaching a rate of 11.3% in 2010, when consolidation 

policies should have been applied. In 2007, Spain had a much better situation than 

other European countries with regard to the public debt/GDP ratio. Nevertheless, 

the economic crisis and the sovereign debt crisis have affected intensely the 

Spanish public accounts performance. In regional terms, Catalonia has had larger 

deficits and levels of debt than other territories. This has not been the case of 

Madrid or the Basque Country. 
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Graph 6: Government Deficit/ Surplus 
 

 
 
Data source: Eurostat, 2013. 
 
 
 

Graph 7: Public Debt in Spain and the EU 
 

 
 
Data source: Eurostat, 2013. 
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5. Why is the crisis so severe? Some reasons for the differences with other 
countries:6 

 
Explanations in economic terms and related to other EU countries must 

include different elements. First, a huge housing bubble (nearly 17% of total 

salaries and about 15% of total employment in 2007 were linked to the building 

industry and the economic activities related to it), which was generated by three 

main factors: 

 

a) The monetary policy implemented by the European Central Bank since 

2001, which kept interest rates very low.  

b) Some previous fiscal policy measures, applied by successive Spanish 

governments, which promoted the acquisition of housing instead of other 

alternatives, such as renting, and encouraged the purchase of real estate 

assets, and  

c) The benefits of a model of economic growth based on the construction 

sector and property development activities, which produced a strong 

growth in employment (favouring politicians), increasing housing value 

(favoring the average voter, usually a homeowner), and considerable tax 

revenues for all levels of governments (once more, favoring politicians). 

There were thus no incentives to halt the growth of construction activities 

and property development. And there were no political changes to 

moderate the overheating of the economy as a whole.7 

 

However, as a consequence of the international crisis, the housing bubble 

burst. At the same time, the external deficit was excessive, especially when 

compared to the balances of other European countries, which was a clear sign of 

the country’s continued loss of competitiveness. The increased borrowing of 

households and companies, in a context of low interest rates and easy access to 

credit (mortgages), meant serious dependence on other countries through the 

financial system. 

 

                                                        
6 Some explanations of the reasons for the crisis are given in Ruiz-Huerta and de la Rocha (2012) 
7 See Colino and del Pino (2012) 
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Even the fiscal reforms introduced were pro-cyclical (personal income taxes 

and corporation tax were lowered). On the other hand, there was a generalized 

impression that extraordinary revenues proceeding from taxes linked to the 

construction sector industry were permanent. In consequence, some government 

commitments, especially at regional level (such as social services), could not be 

met when the crisis commenced. 

 

With the onset of recession, the stock of real estate assets, whose 

construction or purchase was financed by bank loans and mortgages, led to losses 

and asset depreciation when prices fell, thereby affecting the solvency of Spanish 

banks, particularly the regional Savings Banks (Cajas de Ahorros), which account 

for an important part of the financial sector.  

 

Together with the international recession, the burst of the housing bubble 

led to a widespread decline in economic activity in all ACs from 2008 to the 

present. The most severe crisis occurred in 2009 (GDP fell by 3.7%, and 1.4 million 

jobs were lost). The growth of unemployment, stagnant production, falling 

investment and a credit crunch affected all regions, but especially those that had 

been most exposed to the housing bubble and had prior fiscal imbalances, such as 

the majority of the Mediterranean regions.  

 

Similar to other countries, since the G-20 Summit of 2008, some public 

investment programs and tax cuts were applied, in an attempt to compensate for 

the lack of private activity. However, in the short term, the continuance and even 

deepening of the crisis obliged the Government to change these policies for others 

focused in fiscal consolidation. 

 

Some improvement in 2010 was truncated again from 2011, due to the 

sovereign debt crisis, the tensions in financial markets and the effects of the 

austerity policies implemented. The situation deteriorated again later in 2012 with 

a new recession and rising unemployment. Nowadays, some indicators seem to 

show a certain change, especially with regard to external accounts. 

6. The decentralization process in Spain: 
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The country has experienced an intensive and rapid process of devolution of 

powers to the regions, which discriminate between general and especial (“foral”) 

financing systems, and do not make large distinctions between Catalonia and the 

remaining regions, apart from the Basque Country. During the period of ongoing 

devolution, Catalan governments (in their majority nationalist but, between 2003 

and 2010, a coalition formed by Socialist, ERC and ICV formed the regional 

government and followed a similar strategy) fuelled the decentralization process, 

demanding greater powers and changes to the financing system.  

 

As I mentioned before, there are two different financing systems: The 

general one and the special (or foral) one, with huge differences. The first is a 

traditional one, based on transfers and progressive changes to a tax sharing system 

and the devolution of some taxes (with regulatory capacity), but with a mainly 

centralized tax administration. The second gives all tax power to the regions (the 

Basque Country and Navarre), which have to pay a certain amount (quota, or 

contribution) to the central government in compensation for the services covered 

by the central authorities. This system involves a maximum degree of autonomy to 

decide the level of the fiscal burden and the distribution pattern of the region.  

 

The main problems with the general system are the soft budget constraint that this 

system implies, 8  the centralization of tax administration, the “re-ranking” 

question9 and the lack of accountability, as well as the difficulties of coordination.10 

It must be recognized, on the other hand, that there has been a clear movement to 

a more accountable and decentralized revenue system. 

 

                                                        
8 Accountability is difficult to apply when the power to tax is low and there are periodic 
negotiations between the ACs and central government, in an attempt to transfer greater resources 
to the decentralized territories. 
9 The ranking in terms of resources per capita among Communities, changes greatly following the 
application of the equalization system, harming in particular the richer communities.  
10The Spanish Tax Administration Agency (SATA) collects the main taxes, in the case of the General 
System. On the other hand, the mechanism of equalization is rather complicated. There are four 
different funds: EPSF (Essential Public Services Fund): Horizontal Equalization; GSF (General 
Sufficiency Fund): Vertical. Adjustment Clause; CF (Competitive Fund): Re-ranking Correction; 
(Cooperation Fund): Low Income Regions.) 
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The main problem of the charter system is that the possessor of the funds is, 

in the end, he who decides. This system, which bears no similarity to any other 

country, can only be understood as a result of the pressure of terrorism during 

more than 30 years. The most serious consequence of this asymmetry is the 

comparative grievance it involves and the demands for the same kind of privilege. 

This was the aim of the Fiscal Pact proposal made by the Catalan government to its 

Spanish counterpart nine months ago.  

 
7. Some explanations of the demand for independence 

 

 I. The question of the Fiscal Deficit:  

 

The demand for more equilibrated fiscal balances stems from the beginning 

of the present century in Spain (although there exist many antecedents).11 The idea 

was an academic one: if the intention is to understand the international and 

interregional balances of payments, why are fiscal balances not studied, as an 

expression of the differences between the resources passed (via the tax system) to 

the central government by a region and the expenditures made by the central 

government in that territory?  

 

In a context of a redistributive public sector, it is to be expected that richer 

regions will have deficits while the poorer ones have a surplus. This question can 

be addressed from another viewpoint, the one that uses Statistics Canada when 

offering the budget balance of the Federal Government with the provinces.12 In this 

case, the Federal Government has a surplus with regard to the rich provinces and a 

deficit related to the poor. 

 

The Catalan government argues that the Catalan deficit is too large and 

must be limited. It has even talked of the need to stop the supposed “expoliation” 

(“stop d´expoli”), and this argument, very strong from a political point of view, has 

been easily “sold” to citizens. The underlying idea is that Catalonia finances 

                                                        
11 On this topic, and not only for the Spanish case, see: Bosch, Espasa and Solé (2010) 
12 This can be seen, for instance, in Finances Quebec (2011). The method of presenting results is 

rather different than the one used by regional governments in Spain. 
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excessively the rest of the country through the equalization system and without 

sufficient justification. 

 

But it must be remembered that:  

 

A) The exercise of making a fiscal balance is an academic one, subject to 

serious methodological restrictions. The results could change very much, 

depending on different methodological decisions. As explained by Ruggieri 

(2010), there are three approaches to measuring federal fiscal flows, and 

the results among them can be very different.13 There are as well serious 

difficulties with the data, the way of measuring tax and expenditure 

incidence or the multiplier effects of public programmes 14 , or the 

distribution of the central public deficit between central governments and 

regions, among other problems.  

B) The fiscal balance, especially if we refer to the burden benefit approach, 

depends ultimately on the degree of redistribution of general taxes and 

expenditures, which are decided by the Spanish Parliament and where the 

regions have a certain degree of representation. 

C) “Expoliation” is a strong word that implies robbery with violence. It is 

difficult to accept that this is the case, but politically it can (and has been) 

used to reinforce the idea of “grievance” and abuse from the rest of the 

country. 

 

 II. The ruling of the Court: 

 

The ruling of the Constitutional Court (CC) was “the spark that lit the fire” of 

the demand for independence. Following the approval of a new Statute that 

reinforced autonomy (including financial autonomy) and was intended to clarify 

the distribution of competences and insisted on the bilateral relationships between 

                                                        
13Ruggieri (2008) refers to the cash-flow approach, the benefit one and the economic gain 
approach. In Spain, the first two of these (the burden benefit” and the “monetary flow” approaches) 
have been calculated several times with, in some cases, huge differences. See as well, Vaillancourt 
(2010) 
14 These (incidence analysis and multiplier effects) are both independent research programmes, but 
have no consensus today. 
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Catalonia and the central state, the Constitutional Court, after deliberating for over 

3 years, considered that some aspects of the new law were unconstitutional norms. 

 

The new Statute had been approved by the Catalan Parliament and by the 

Spanish one (after several adjustments which were accepted by the main Catalan 

parties). It was then approved by a referendum in Catalonia (with a clear majority 

but a low level of participation). Following such important support, the law was 

appealed against in the Constitutional Court in 2006, and the Court decided that 

the majority of the law was constitutional but that certain articles, as I mentioned 

earlier, required modification. 

 

The main subjects rejected were symbolic, like the Catalan language, the 

idea of “Nation” or the historical foundations of Catalonia. The negative aspects of 

the ruling concerned much more the political than the juridical aspects. 

Furthermore, the contradiction with the referendum results was evaluated as an 

attack on democracy and a consequence of the so-called “Españolist ideology” as 

opposed to the Catalan one.   

 

The ruling was (logically) used by the nationalist parties to explain and 

defend the lack of viability of Spain as a nation of nations (“E Pluribus Unum”, as in 

the United States). It must be recognised, on the other hand, that the conservative 

Spanish parties and a part of the population outside Catalonia supported the ruling 

of the Court. 
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III. Foral system and Catalonian Grievance 

 

The almost complete devolution of the tax power involved in the foral 

system has in reality meant a privileged situation with regard to the other ACs. 

Although the Basque and Navarre financing system was accepted by everybody as 

a special exception, explained principally by the problems of terrorism, it has been 

criticised by experts, at least since the 1980s, because of the differences in financial 

results that it implies concerning the general regime. The main problem, 

nevertheless, is not the theoretical structure of this especial regime, but its 

application, related particularly to the determination of the amount to be paid to 

the Spanish State by the Basque and Navarre governments. There are also some 

problems linked with the adjustments of indirect taxation (mainly VAT) between 

the fiscal authorities of the foral and “common” territories. 

 

Although the Basque country is a rich region, as mentioned earlier, it does 

not have the relevance and capacity of Catalonia in economic terms; in fact, this is 

another reason why that special regime has been tolerated during the democratic 

period. But in the present situation of crisis it is very hard to accept such an 

important difference, and in this sense, the Catalonian demands for equal 

treatment can be understood.  

 

IV. The political use of the problems by the nationalist governments in 

the context of the economic crisis: 

 

The clearer vision of the “Españolist enemy” implied by the Supreme Court’s 

ruling, with the Basque country grievance, and the political utilization of the fiscal 

deficit, as an argument to defend to citizens the difficult economic situation of 

Catalonia and the political economic measures (extremely severe) adopted by the 

nationalist Catalan government, combined to create the conditions for the “perfect 

storm” and strengthen the demand for independence. 

 

Additionally, the Spanish political situation has recently been affected by 

diverse cases of corruption affecting almost all political parties and other state 
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institutions, which does not help to understand and support the central 

government proposals and measures. In the present situation there is also a 

continuing lack of confidence in the traditional parties in Spain, as the polls reveal 

day by day.  

 

Given this context, the weakness of traditional parties does not make it easy 

to launch a negotiation process between the Spanish and Catalan governments.    

 

8. Some perspectives and risks: 

 

As I have said, a majority of representatives and political forces in Catalonia 

have supported the consultation, so from a democratic point of view it is hard to 

oppose it. The problem is to determine how to organise it, the right way to perform 

it and how to avoid confrontation and guarantee the observance of democratic 

principles (Dion, 2013). 

 

The referendum proposed by the nationalist parties is not contemplated in 

the Spanish Constitution, which only mentions “consultative referendums” (Article 

92)15, for all Spaniards and proposed only by the highest organs of the state. As a 

consequence of that article there are two laws (one emanating from an 

Autonomous Community, the other from the state) concerning referenda, but it is 

not easy to find a legal path for such a consultation. These difficulties do not worry 

their defenders, who usually say that the right to decide is a much more important 

democratic principle than legal factors. 

 

What can be said about the possible results of a referendum for the 

secession of Catalonia? Although parliamentary votes are not the same as votes of 

the people, if we talk about independence, the most recent expression of support 

                                                        
15 Art. 92 of Spanish Constitution (SC):  
1.  Political decisions of especial importance can be submitted to a consultative referendum of all 
Spaniards. 
2. The referendum will be convened by the King, via a proposal of the President of the Government, 
previously authorized by the Congress of Deputies. 
3. An Organic Law shall regulate the conditions and the procedure of the distinct forms of 
referendum foreseen in this Constitution. 
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for the nationalist parties is greater (2 million votes) than that for non-nationalist 

parties (1.5 million). Nevertheless it is not easy to give a clear perspective. It will 

depend on the maintenance of the same tendency and on other factors such as the 

vote of a part of CiU voters, the strategy followed by the ICV, or the attitude of 

socialist voters. The problem of whether to remain in Europe, or the lack of 

agreement or negotiation with Spain can play also a certain role in the result of a 

referendum.  

 

What about the costs of separation? There are different studies with 

opposing conclusions, in part ideologically biased16. I suppose it is necessary to 

distinguish between the short and long term. It is time now to mention some 

problems with the present Catalan debt and the economic relationship with the 

rest of the state, or the financial sector (there are few Catalan banks and a negative 

relationship between credits and deposits)17, or the costs linked to eventual exit 

from the EU and re-entering it. Nevertheless it does not seem a real difficulty if we 

think that there is a question of European Citizenship, which implies that it is not 

going to be possible to accept a Catalonia outside the EU. 

 

On the other hand, both Catalonia and the Basque Country are wealthy regions and 

in a medium-term perspective, they can survive without great difficulties as new 

European states, although the costs of the seccesion process could be high, 

particularly if there does not exist an agreement with the rest of the country, and 

we take in account the possible personal costs that such kind of process implies. 

 

Although independence is not as serious as in other times, the political risks 

in Spain are important nowadays. There is no clear format for negotiation, the 

attitudes of nationalist parties and the Popular Party (presently in power at state 

level) are very rigid and the clash between the two nationalisms (Catalan and 

centralist) is a definite possibility. The Socialist Party is experiencing a serious 

internal crisis and has not proposed anything other than a certain Federal 

                                                        
16 See, Buesa (2004); from the other point of view, Bosch and Espasa (2013); another perspective 
perhaps more balanced is Cuadras (2013) 
17 As Cuadras (2013) p. 13 is very difficult to say anything about the financial sector because the 
almost total lack of information. 
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Constitutional Reform. Meanwhile, the economic crisis continues with no end in 

sight. 

 

As mentioned earlier, a new nationalist government took power following 

the most recent elections in the Basque Country, after almost 4 years of Socialist 

government. After the frustration with the failure of the so-called “Plan Ibarretxe” 

which was defeated in the Spanish Parliament, the new Government (which 

governs in minority and with an important representation of the nationalist left, 

close to ETA, in Parliament) has tried to be conciliatory and distance itself from the 

Catalan process. The new president of the Basque Country, Mr. Urkullo, says that 

“each territory must follow its own path.” The “wait and see strategy” 

 

A new asymmetric federalism could be a possible alternative, yet in order to 

achieve a shared solution the will of the parties to participate is crucial, as well as a 

sense of “constitutional loyalty” among the different actors. And today I am not 

sure that this this exists in Spain. Unfortunately, if a political negotiation is not 

possible, other radical alternatives could be presented and this is not good for 

anybody. 
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